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Sink Plumbing Repair
Most homeowners will experience a pipe or
faucet leak or other plumbing problem in the
kitchen at some point. And, struggling to fix
annoying dripping faucets in bathrooms
frustrates many people who are kept awake by
their relentless drip, drip, drip noises. Such
plumbing problems are not just irritating; they
also waste great volumes of water in
surprisingly short amounts of time when left
without repair. Consequently, monthly water
costs can rise very significantly.
Our Beehive Plumbing professionals in Utah
come fully equipped to correct any kitchen or
bathroom plumbing problems you may
have. Our experts can locate the point where a
fixture or plumbing pipe leak is originating and determine what is causing it . One of our technicians will repair or
replace the specific plumbing parts or fixtures as needed to get your kitchen or bathroom back to functioning
normally as quickly as possible.

Common Kitchen Sink Plumbing Problems and Repairs
Kitchen drains eventually run slower and clog as grease, detergents, soaps, and particles build up along
the inside walls of pipes and finally cause blockages. A professional Beehive Plumbing technician specializing in
sink plumbing services uses special equipment to cut through the clogs and eliminate all debris. Some of the
typical kitchen plumbing problems that we can correct for you include:
Leaking pipes
Clogged pipes or drain
Frozen pipes
Leaking faucet
Dripping faucet
Too high or too low water pressure
Faucet repair and replacement
Leaking garbage disposal
Broken garbage disposal
Clogged garbage disposal
Slow drains
Sink repair or installation
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Common Bathroom Sink Plumbing Problems and Repairs
Bathroom sink, bathtub, and shower drain clogs from soap and hair build-up are common . Clogged sinks
due to sludge from dirt and toothpaste cause vast numbers of bathroom plumbing issues for homeowners across the
country every year. And, toilet drains are often overrun by toilet tissue and other materials. Beehive Plumbing
specialists have all equipment needed to efficiently resolve any plumbing problems, including:
Slow drains
Leaking drains
Dripping faucet
Corrosion of pipes or faucets
Too low or too high water pressure
Sink stopper needing repair or replacement

Sink Repair or Replacement
Beehive Plumbing professionals clean bathroom and kitchen drains very quickly and efficiently. After unclogging
your drain, your Beehive plumbing technician will recommend a drain maintenance product and provide you with
easy tips to keep your home and business plumbing pipes clear and running freely.
If a repair will not correct the problem, and you need a bathroom or kitchen sink or fixture replacement, we
can install your new sink or fixture, and we can provide guidance on the best options to accommodate your
particular home or business needs.
Or, if you just want to replace fixtures or a sink to remedy the appearance of corrosion, cracks, or chips on the
ceramic or porcelain finish, we provide the highest quality of kitchen and bathroom sinks, plumbing parts,
and sink fixtures.

Switching to Water Conservation Faucets
Beehive’s expert master plumbers can provide recommendations on ways you can conserve water in your home
or business. And, we can install plumbing fixtures or parts for conserving water in your bathrooms and
kitchen.
There are two popular options for reducing water usage at home or work.
Install very inexpensive low-flow aerators for bathroom and kitchen faucets . Many faucets can have a
low-flow aerator installed at the outlet end of the water spout. Aerators are designed to control water flow
from faucets by introducing air into the water as it streams from the spout. Adding air in this way maintains
consistent water pressure, which causes the fixture to use less water.
Install low-flow faucets for sinks and showers . WaterSense, a partnership program between the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and plumbing fixture manufacturers, has worked to develop kitchen
and bathroom fixtures that use less wate Plumbing fixtures with the WaterSense label are recommended for
conserving water in your home or business.

Trust Beehive Plumbing for all Sink Plumbing Services in Utah
For clogged drains or other bathroom or kitchen plumbing repairs, our Utah plumbing professionals at Beehive
Plumbing bring all tools to get the job done as quickly as possible to correct plumbing problems with minimal
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disruption to your routine. Our experienced Beehive plumbers provide you with a firm cost quote before starting
any repairs. If more than one solution is available, your options will be fully explained, so that you can decide which
alternative you prefer. In addition to complete bathroom and kitchen sink plumbing repairs in Utah, Beehive offers
you the following benefits, among others.
For More Information
If you would like information on plumbing maintenance for preventing pipe damage,
or if you need an appointment for business or home plumbing repair or replacement
or low-flow part or fixture installations, contact us at Beehive Plumbing. Just ask
for your free estimate for any residential or commercial plumbing repair in Utah . We
proudly serve our customers in Salt Lake City, the greater Salt Lake metro area,
Bountiful, West Valley, and throughout Utah.
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